
SCRIBE REPORT RUN #1859

Saturday, 28 May, 2022

Hares: Fungus, Little Nurse (VH),
American Dream (VH) & Stunning Cunt (VH)

phuket-hhh.com

H.B.Y.Cs.
On top of having 3 good-looking virgin co-hares it was Fungus' birthday, and on top of 
that it was also his co-hare Little Nurse's birthday!  And,
on top of that everyone got a run shirt showing deadly
snakes, angry killer bees and angry elephants chasing
Fungus and Fungus chasing his co-hares running for their
lives, and even Fungus roasting on a spit over a 93-candle
cake, 20 candles were for Little Nurse.  As our hares gave
us a laager with a stunning view overlooking Klong Krata
reservoir, and that they even timed the rain to cool the
runners on trail but managed to bring out the sun for our
circle, and super topped off getting Gorgeous there after
recovering from haring with Fungus over 2 months ago –
all of this made a near guarantee a Good Run would be
called.  However, Runmaster Manneken Pis later engineered railroading Fungus into 
Hash Shit again.  Well done Virgin Hares but keep in mind what
happened to Gorgeous haring with Fungus.  BTW if anyone has a
stationary exercise bike Gorgeous can use please let us know.

Ice-sitter for the day seemed to be Too Old To Fuck with circle
call-outs suggesting a re-name to Too Old To Remember, first for
coming in when the Belgians were called in, then with the
Germans and then the Canadians, each time claiming he shouldn't
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be in called in the circle and each time everyone agreeing until finally the bastard was 
held on the ice for not knowing who the hell he was and where he was from.  Some 
thought he was joking, while others that know him better knew he wasn't.

Take it off put it on Keep it off! put it on. Well done!!!
Today's run offenses were mainly on the side of the FRB's blaming each other for the 
nonsense they typically do, which can be easily summed by saying they're all liars!  
Manneken Pis got Bunnyken Pis for having pulled the tee luk number to get some 
money he later learned helped support Fungus' shirt.  Why his money but her name 
showing on the back, which got in Ultimate Fucking Cunt to point out he was to have 
his picture on the shirt too but someone said it was, the elephant.  Fungus got American 
Dream and UFC back in, retelling that each time Fungus got American Dream to agree 
to go hare UFC would get involved to say she couldn't—he was busy.  Apparently she 
can't come without him, but he can come on his own without her.  Hmmmm.  OnON.

Lucky Lek's steward for today, Flying Dickhead, did a runner, assigning his daughter 
Jessica to take his spot, but then she also did a runner leaving LL holding the bag.  But, 
being the ever-resourceful broke he is he broke into his very popular, highly animated 
rendition of Amazing Grace.  Well done LL and hopefully these 2 stewards will try just a
little harder next time, maybe ice the bastards to help their memory a bit.

All said and done, a great day.
And a big thanks to the shirt-supporting hashers named on this shirt!!  

ON ON, Scribe, Fungus  (more pics)     
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